BIU NEWS 2012 JUNE
2012 WBC (R1 FRANCE, R2 CATALONIA & R3 ITALY)
1 mistake in each country could be many in total for BIU. Please be careful
for the next time.
Dear
In Everything is OK. He born on 2000 Was Only a typing mistake. Enclosed
the Entry List - SPain
Dear Angel,
Please check the attached entry list of Benjamin.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro

HIRO’S TRIP PLAN OF 2012 WBC
Dear Hiro,
Anyway we all dissapointed for you are not coming in Igualada!!!!!!!!!!, to
find a organizer, you know is very difficult and if the president is not there,
what they will think about it! Anyway I will not ask more times about this.
Best regards
Ot
Dear Ot,
If I attend R2, no one will notice what was wrong. I know Pere is trying his
best with Push-biketrial & Pushbike F1. The event during WBC is good idea
and use the opportunity for the promotional event is understandable. I want
to help it.
But as I see the problem of WBC last time, I have no report from BUE and
BAC about the solution thing yet. What we have to say is try to
concentrate on WBC and make it success. It is the most important.
It may be not exactly mistake of the organizer. But what I explained was not
taken seriously and forgotten. I hope the event success and I will wait for the
good news.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Ot,
If I attend R2, no one will notice what was wrong.
this is not like that, what is more important your position, or have a organizer
for the next year? And others, this time is a company who organize not a
club, so to have this is very important
I know Pere is trying his best with Push-biketrial & Pushbike F1.
look like you don´t take care so much
The event during WBC is good idea and use the oppotunity for the
promotional event is understandable. I want to help it.
we have the chance to have push bike in biketrial and not with uci, and this
is very important
But as I see the problem of WBC last time, I have no report from BUE and
BAC about the solution thing yet.
i don´t understand this point!
What we have to say is try to concentrate to WBC and make it success. It is
the most important. It may be not exactly mistake of the organizer. But what I
explained was not taken serously and forgotten. I hope the event success
and I will wait for the good news.
So, what do you mena, you Will come to Igualada for the world
championship??? Help biketrial coming to the competition.
Best regards
ot
Dear Hiro,
This time is a hard time for all. Hard for Japan, hard for Europe, hard for all.
During crisis time’s powerful people like you find new energy to continue
and to improve. You are example for us and I hope you find a solution in
your agenda to come in all 3 rounds of WBC. I think we can start a new
project to change a little our organization, but we need your presence to can
talk about BIU future. In EBU the discussion is started in Scheibenberg but
we must continue to talk in Saix and in Sonico and in other occasion if we
need. Your effort for BikeTrial is continuous and we don’t ask you never
goal. You don’t need demonstrate nothing to us. If we don’t have 20 Nation is
not a problem. 16 is enough in this hard times. Of course. The FIRST
question in BIU today is very simple: COMMUNICATION. The 95% of
question is solvable with good communication. And I hope that ALL
organizer understand my word today. Please try to communicate with our
President, please.
Giuliano
Dear Hiro,
I just want to make it clear about number of riders and nations this year
because I feel you are disappointed by it. You can compare our numbers
with UCI World championship last year:
Just 110 riders from 17 countries.

We are amateur organization based on voluntary work with no money source
and we can be proud of our participation this year. Especially we also have
more young riders.
I understand your reason for making some action to do things better in the
future. It has to be improved! But now we have to consider adequacy of our
steps.
I am sure that our WBC organizers did not agree to organize WBC event
without your participation. EBU and I personally has spent a lot of energy
and money last 8 years to find new organizers. WBC without your
participation is not the WBC. Everybody here is looking forward to welcome
you. You have got many petitions to come and appreciate work of many
people here in Europe organizing our events. They will be frustrated not
seeing you here. We may consider adequacy because we will punish not
only delegates but mainly voluntary people working with enthusiasm – time
keepers, section builders, observers….and also local authorities and
politicians who has been supporting our little sport. I am sure organizers did
not sign agreement knowing there will not be head of BIU presented. They
will never realize your reason for not coming. Do you really want to do it?
And last but not least we will punish EBU, myself and Ot and Pere Pi. Our
effort (Pere with Push–BikeTrial in Spain and his lifetime BikeTrial work,
Giuliano’s enthusiasm, myself with 8 years EBU contribution to improve
something…) is going to be damaged. Do you really want to do it?
On behalf of the EBU I am sending to you an official invitation for all 3
rounds of WBC 2012. EBU is ready to take care of you during all your stay in
Europe. We will organize your transportation from/to the airports as well as
your daily movement. Everything will be made in cooperation with WBC
organizers and all rounds will be attended by one of the EBU Committee
members to be helpful to you. I just need to get your flight details to arrange
your transport to Säix and to Barcelona after 1st round. Also your trip from
Catalonia to Italy will be organized in cooperation with Italian organizer. I
wish you can enjoy your trip now and EBU is ready to be helpful. I am sure
you will like Säix with a good team of organizers, as well as Catalonia and
Italy. I also hope you can rest between events to come back to Japan in a
good condition.
I also can help you with our attorney to adjust WBC agreement for the next
year to avoid mistakes we have currently got.
Best regards,
Libor
Dear Hiro,
I am forwarding to you all about your visit arrangement in France. Yannick is
a nice guy and I hope it is a new BikeTrial generation to hand over our work
in the future.
Best regards,

Libor
Dear Libor, Giuliano, Ot,
Millions thanks for your opinions. They are coming from the passion for our
sport and it makes me happy.
To Ot:
If I think about the problem last year, I prefer all people concentrate on the
WBC than additional events. If the organizer has more capacity to add some
other events, it is also okay. I have interest in Push Biketrial because I am
the first one who made it first. But still I have to inform about what is the
most important for WBC.
To Giuliano:
Communication is most important. Yes it is. I agree with 100%. That is why I
send news mail to you and all like this. We do not hide anything and we
share everything. Now I have to prepare the next step for the people who
carry Biketrial in the future. We have to re-check our system. Now we should
cut the cost of WBC to continue. Spending for the trip is not small now.
To Libor:
Well, it is not easy to explain all thought in a word. I have same reasons but I
explained just some of them in my mail because I hesitated.
If the BIU president should attend all WBC events every year, the condition is
too hard for the next person to take the post. We should find the one who
can get a long vacation and who can pay the all cost.
That why I asked Japan (Itadori) to support BIU for the budget and they have
been paying 3 times more than the other events for 16 years until 2008. It
helps a lot for many things of BIU. But since 2009, we have the less events
than before and now we have serious budget problem.
I can say all organizers cannot expect so much with the minimum
sanctioning fee we asked them for WBC. We should keep It for the final
awarding ceremony and keeping the rest for continuing our sport.
In this time, we should try to pass the work (proxy president and WBC
manager) to the person with responsibility and go on. It is needed because
of we are independence amateur sport organization with low budget + men
power.
Now is the moment to change. To reduce the cost and the time, I had to
choose where I should be attended. I already explained the reasons why I
choose the final round. It is the first time in the last 25 years.
If the organizer needs me to attend their event, please talk to your organizer
to support my trip for this time including the air fare. (Libor, I feel so much
thanks for your offer, but I should write like this for this time and for the
other times. So please forgive me). I need the answer in a few days from the
host countries. If not, then, I propose the official posts of each round for
2012 WBC as below.

ROUND 1
The proxy president: Giuliano Gualeni
The WBC manager: Giuliano Gualeni
Read juror: Radim Kakac
July 1: France/Jean-Luc Chevalier
July 2: Catalonia/Josep Abant
July 3: Italy/ Giuliano Gualeni
Jury 4: Japan/Fumio Yamamoto
Jury 5: Slovakia/Stefan Pcola
ROUND 2
The proxy president: Radim Kakac
The WBC manager: Radim Kakac
Read juror: Radim Kakac
July 1: Japan/Fumio Yamamoto
July 2: Catalonia/Josep Abant
July 3: GB/Anthony Rew
Jury 4: Sweden/Roger Backgren
Jury 5: Slovakia/Stefan Pcola
ROUND 3
The president: Hiroshi Hirano
The WBC manager: Hiroshi Hirano
Read juror: Radim Kakac
July 1: Italy/Giuliano Gualeni
July 2: Catalonia/Josep Abant
July 3: Sweden/Roger Backgren
July 4: Japan/Fumio Yamamoto
Jury 5: Slovakia/Stefan Pcola
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
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